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Easily stowed in a carry-on but large enough to not get lost in cracks between car seats, this

collection of word scramble puzzles makes an ideal travel companion. With nearly 200 pages of

lighthearted humor and healthy brain excerise, the book will make travel time flyâ€”or provide a

welcome mental vacation at home. For more than 40 years, millions of newspaper readers have

delighted in solving JumbleÂ®, which appearsÂ in hundreds of national papers and in these puzzle

books that offer hours of challenging wordplay and fun. Each page features a series of mixed-up

words coupled with a cartoon clue, and one letter from each word is used to form the answer to the

puzzle.
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'Bought this for an elderly lady that loves doing the daily Jumble in the newspaper; as a matter of

fact, she has turned it into a game, with rules, for whoever wants to play with her. This book is

perfect. The print is nice and bold and there is only one puzzle on each page leaving plenty of room

to play with the letters.

They were obviously made with the visually challenged in mind--VERY large pictures and writing.

Seems a bit of a waste of paper, as they could easily have fit two to a page instead of one.

Beginners (such as myself) should find them mildly challenging. I am enjoying them.



I have purchased many Jumble books to give as gifts to my mother, who finds solving them fun and

relaxing. She takes the books with her anywhere she may have to wait, like a doctor's appointment.

If you like solving word puzzles, this is the book for you!

My dad used to work the jumble everday in our local paper. This is a large book of nothing but

Jumble puzzles. I love the size of the puzzles. It is very easy to read. Highly recommend this puzzle

book

What to say? If you like Daily Jumbles, this has 180 of them of varying skill sets. Have fun, then.

This was one of the gifts we bought my Mother-in-Law for Christmas. I've looked in many stores and

have never been able to find one with JUST jumbles! She was so excited! I think it was her favorite

gift! We had contests between two people to see who could finish the jumbles the fastest. Even the

kids enjoyed it! I talked to her the other day on the phone, and she said she takes it with her

whenever she goes anywhere because she enjoys them so much!

This is just like the jumbles in the newspapers but I don't have to wait for the paper to arrive to work

puzzles . This is a great book with a nice variety of puzzles. This book is worth the price. I will be

ordering more of these. You can't find these in stores.

It's a gift for my sister's birthday. It arrived in a timely mannerin perfect condidtion. Thank you.
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